
meetings. What we did proved that teachers, too, learn best when I they are actively involved in the problem solving process. 
We must overcome our present fear of expressing our p;oblem and needs to our administrators. We must convince them that wes ' need school time to work on curriculum. We must accept the challenge to develop for each Minnesota school a plan of study I which can effectively meet the needs of its varied students. And j we must accept the reality that any curriculum must be continuan reevaluated and modified as student needs change. It is proper YI that this curriculum should be developed by the people who are i the classrooms and know firsthand the problems involved. Fina11~ I we must establish a greater degree of cooperation with our area ' colleges. If we are going to move away from a literature-center d curriculum, then colleges must adapt their course offerings so e ~ that new teachers are adequately prepared. These needs require that we develop local leaders who are knowledgeable and articulate_' 

REPORT THREE 
By MRS. RUTH LYSNE 

English teacher at Faribault High School 

I 
t 
f 

and Project director at Waseca I 
The opening of school the Fall of 1967 filled me with conflict-( ing emotions. I was anticipating teaching in my classes a reorganized curriculum based on the concepts about the study of commun.. ications which had been developed at the week-long planning session by those of u.s who were to direct the Inservice Train"ing· Program for the State Department of Education at various locations! later that fall. I was also a_bit nervous at the idea of me, with only seven years of teaching experience and no Master's degree, directing thirty teachers, some of whom might have advanced degrees· and a lifetime of experience, in a program designed to develop [ them as leaders in curriculum development in their own sthool ~ systems. What sustained me and reinforced my belief in the validity of the concepts we directors had formulated at the planning session was what happened in my classroom during the month preceding the start of the Inservice Training Program in the Fall, I and what continued to happen there as I directed the program. } For the first time in my teaching career practically every student in both my high ability and low-average ability English 12 sec- ~ tions seemed to be actively involved in language study, and I could see some measurable improvement occurring in the language behavior. This was occurring for many formerly uninterested boys simply because they were actively confronting the material offered; them. What had changed in my classroom was not so much the materials for reading, listening, viewing, or discussion, but the way in which I perceived their use by the students. I had given 
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,. "whys" for teaching what I had taught we • • Th· s l·ntense and painful exam1nat1on. i 

in the last six years 
resulted in the change an of the focus of English 12. 

After five days of agonizing soul searching, my group at the 
Trai·n 1·ng Program had come to two major conclusions: 1nservice 

The fundamental concern of English is th 7 s 7udy of the 1. process of linguistic communication. This is 7he most significant aspect of the human's total education, for . his economic, educational, social, c:1ltura~, and esthetic survival depends upon his communica7ion_skill. Therefore, upon the study of linguistic communication depends the survival of man himself. Concepts about the proc8ss o~ communication, then, should be the nucleus of the English 
program. 

Because the responsibility for deciding the role and focus z. of English education now rested with us, the classroom teachers rather than being prescribed, the concepts about communic;tion were more meaningful to the group ~embers, and each member was able to work out impl~mentation·of _ the concepts for the classroom wi7h relative ease. Ironically, while searching for the maJor concerns of Engll~h, which most of us had interpreted as a search ~or appro priate subject matter, we realized that more i~portant _ was the searching process itself. The appropriate subJect matter for the English classroom se 7med to be the study of the process of search. We experienced a growing . awareness that discovering both how to fo:mul~te qu~stions and how man uses language in problem solving 1s of importance. These kinds of discoveries' _also gave the m~mbers of the group insights as to how in~ividu~ls truly inter~alize concepts by working them out inductively •. The_rapid flow of suggestions concerning how to set_up situations to stimulate these same kinds of discoveries ~bo:1t the thinking process and the part language plays in it offered vivid proof of the creative powers generated_by such situations. If we could generate the s~e k1n~ of creativity among the teachers in the Inservice Seminars and also in our high school students, the attitude of many toward "'English" and English education might be altered. 
sustained by what was happening in my classroom as a result of my experience at the planning sessi~n, I planned to set up the fonnat of the Inservice Program following the_pa~tern of ~y procedure in the classroom. The fol~owing de:cr1pt1on of this classroom procedure will provide 1llustrat1ons of the m~thods I think to be most effective and the concepts I feel are important to the students. These kinds of attitudes I hoped would be developed at the Inservice Program by the teachers themselves_. 
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Believing that the study of the process of communication / 
c?uld_be:t be underta:<en by having students inductively examin r 
linguistic act, I assigned at the beginning of the year co t e a 
Porary short st • th n em. • . . ories at were loosely grouped under thematic 
topics that vitally concerned my students After they h d 
the selec!ions,_I surprised my students b; announcing r !ou~~ad I 
~s~ ~ny discussion questions, since I believed that once r had not r 
initiated~ question I had already done the most difficult 
0 ~ eva~uatin?, namely deciding the focus or basis. The onlpart I 
d7rections given were that the students were to work in gro~ s 
five or less and make lists of questions or observations abo~t of I 
a story such as "The Enemy," by Pearl Buck. As r circulated f 
group to group' to group in my non-college bound section r f rom j 
that every group was first considering why the American'trai~U~d : 
Japanese_doctor, who finds a wounded American sailor near hise 
home during World War II, helps the sailor escape. In former 
Y7ars I_would have posed the question myself to start a general 
discuss 7on about :easons for the doctor's action. All the ·,_ 
suggestions for his action contained in the story s~ch ash" 
former ~ontact with Americans and his training as'a doctor, is 
were being brought out in the small groups by more students ,, 
because more of them were being forced to actively confront the 
story. The groups becamevery frustrated as it became clear to 
the~ that all the possi~le mot~ves_suggested by the story were l 
valid and that no certain combination was indicated. All members 1 

of !he groups also reported that they were aware of most of th { 
motives for the doctor's decision before the discussion begau.e [' 
I_the~ asked the students why they were starting with tliis ques
t 7on_if they were all aware of the answer, and whether they were 
w7117ng to drop the question as unimportant. They weren't 
wil~i~g to drop t~e qu7stion because something about the doctor's 
decision not to kill his avowed enemy still bothered them. The 
stu~ents_now saw that the plot-character type question was not l 
their maJor concern. What they were more concerned about was 
the sentence with which Buck closed the story: "Strange, he ( 
thought, I won~er why I did not kill him." The students finall ) 
mdanagehd to articulate the questions that did concern them: Whyy I, 

oes t e reader see the forces which work upon the doctor when 
t~e d?ctor does not? Why did the writer choose to end the narra
tive in such a manner? With the formulation of these questions 
the stud 7nts were ~le to discuss by themselves the theme of th; 1 
work, ~hich_wa: an interpretation in fiction of the working of a I 
semantic princi~le. The doctor reacts differently from the } 
othe: Japanese in the story because of his actual contact with ( 
Americans, even !hough h7 was not always fairly treated by them, 
~d because of his devotion to medicine before his devotion to. 
his country. Because he was conditioned to respond to the word 
"~eri@an"as ifit meant "white and repulsive," the term he con
tinually uses~ he is, unlike the reader, incapable of seeing the 
reasons for his overt behavior. 

The process that the students were using--to start with the 

obvious, the conc:rete, examine it, then move to a more basic 
question until a question_ was so for~ulated that the way of 
finding the answer was pointed out--is the very heart of the Eng
lish curriculum. This particular selection demonstrated for the 
students the power of connotative language and why it is essential 
for the human to know how it works upon him and when it is being 
used. Also, their own difficulties demonstrated the work needed 
to formulate a_clear and precise question that asked what they 
wanted it to. 

At the opening session in the end of September at the Inser
vice Center in Waseca, I tried to make it clear that I was not 
there to hand out prescribed answers to problems of curriculum 
development and methodology but merely to assist the members of 
the class in a search for the answers to these problems. It was 
my role to define the task--to decide from the viewpoint of the 
classroom teacher what the role of English education was in the 
total scope of the student's education; to provide some materials 
to stimulate creative thinking about the task; and to remind the 
teachers that they must know why they were making the decisions 
they would make. 

An analysis of data provided on a personal information sheet 
filled out by the participants at the first meeting revealed a 
wide range in experience and education. Some young teachers had 
seven or fewer years of experience and little post-graduate work, 
a number of people had ten to twenty years experience and about 
thirty hours work beyond a B.A., and a few people had Master's 
degrees. Schools of various sizes were represented, but teachers 
from various small school systems predominated. 'The information 
sheets revealed one common factor: there was little communication 
between school systems on matters of curriculum and little depart
mental communication. Ironically, this was illustrated in the 
composition of my class. Two of the largest school systems that 
had been invited to send participants to the seminar sent no one, 
presumably because they were occupied with curriculum revisi'on of 
their own. This isolationist attitude, it seems to me, may hinder 
meaningful curriculum work all through the state, as it inhibits 
rather than encourages the interchange of ideas. 

I also presented an attitude test, developed by one of the 
participants at the planning institute, to the members of my class 
which they took anonymously at the first meeting. The only items 
that all were in agreement on out of twenty were: 

1. The basis for the English curriculum should be the study 
of communication. 

2. Learning how to learn is more important than learning facts. 
3. Integrated units dealing with the traditional aspects of 

English 'such as writing and literature were superior to 
separate units. 

4. The English curriculum is in need of major changes. 
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5. Choices in English usage are large in number and rarely subject .to arbitrary rules. 
There was a wide di vision of opinions on such i terns as:· 1. A year's curriculum should be centered around a good literature anthology. 

2. "Correct" writing is essential to communicating th ·h 
oug t in 

prose. 
3. One of literature's primary purposes is to develop in the student an awareness of social problems. 4. Literature should be taught "for its own sake." 

. Some of the responses seemed to contradict each other, and I think the respondents sensed not only the contradictions appar • h • 
ent 

int eir test answers, but also the disparity between the theo to which they subscribed and what they practiced in the classrry This awareness of existing contradictions accounted for the fa~~m. that. the class all agreed on the need for change in the English curriculum. If they had all agreed that the center for the Englis~ cu~riculum was the study of the processes of linguistic communication, why t~en did many feel the literature anthology should be a focal point? Were they defining connnunication as the written word? Did they really know what they meant when they agreed that linguistic communications should be the basis· f?r an English c~rriculum: I f~lt it was my task to simply provi?e an opport~n~ty for discussion and self-analysis through which the participants could discover why they accepted contradictory statements. 

Subsequently I asked four groups of five individuals to complete a list of "things" they would retain in their teaching if a dictum had been issued decreeing that these five "things" would comprise their curriculum. I was trying to use the same kind of inductive process that I had used with my students in hel:ping them to d.iscover the theme of "The Enemy. 11 The two J~n~or Hig~ and two Senior High groups within the specified time limit compiled two kinds of lists. One was a list of actual materials and the other was a list of concepts to be taught. rJ:ie two questions I had asked them to consider in constructing lists were: What will this thing enable the student to do or understand? l'lhy is it important for the student to be able to do or understand this? Following is a few examples of concepts that the teachers agreed should be taught: 

1. Ability to connnunicate (speak, listen, write, read, see) to meet the needs of life, both aesthetic and practical. 2. Ability to appreciate, tolerate, and respect anot.her • s point of view. 
3. Logical thinking. 
4 •• Profitable use of leisure time through creative participation. 
5. Knowledge and appreciation of our cultural heritage. 
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After they arrived at the list of concepts the~ deemec.l esscn-, . 1 I asked them to arrange the concepts on a pn on ty s call' oi r 11
\;tance, using the same criteria as before, an~ th~n to form imP 1 • zation about the role of English education in the tota I 
genera i 

· f · 
1 

a tion of the student. Because 4 11 the groups were 1n a1 r Y , ed~~: agreement about what the most :j.mp?rtant concepts 1,erc, cl d ·ded easily that English education enabled the stuc.lent to theY eci 
· d 1 . +h th 

• in every aspect of his life because it eat w1_ e 
5urv1 ve 

· · Th · ti e 
d t • 5 understanding and use of commun1cat1on. 1s 1vas 1 I 

st
u e\ to which each group had given first priority. That 1,as concep 

h d f s es of 
followed then with the conclusion t~at t e s tu y o pr?ce s ingui3tic communication was the maJor concern of English, and !u the other concepts to be taught were merely a part of communication. 

At this point in the seminar, what to me was an astonishing thing occurred. As I moved from group_to_ group, the part1c1pants were sitting puzzled and silent, a radical change .. from the arguing and discussing that had accompan~ed constructron of the list f essential concepts to base a curriculum on. Most had little ~dea of what the study of communication involved, a~d t~ough • ~hey realized that. the traditional division of Eng~1sh into speech, literature, and composition concentrated on the un1~ue
1

demands of each as an individual form of communication, they d1dn t seem to know what principles were common to all forms. Fortunat~ ly, 
11 

before the next meeting an excell~nt pamphlet on semantics, What Everyone Should Know About Semantics," had reached almost every school. This panphlet led some to readings in Had~akaw;, Johns?n, and Fries, which helped establish that understan_ mg_ o semantics which is essential to solving problems of c?mmumcat~on. As soon as the background in theory had been established during. the . several meetings that followed, each of the groups comp1!ed ~ 11st of concepts every student should unde:stand about commun1cat1on. B the time these lists had been compiled, about one-half of our ( s~ssions, most of which were in small. groups, were over. 

( At this point, in the.interests of time, I took it upon myself to compose a sunnnary of the lists. Th~s_was not diff~cul~ as the concepts compiled by each group were s1m1lar. Fol low1~g 1s that final list of concepts about communication which I belleye to .~e a reasonably accurate· composite of the work of all the groups in the Waseca program. For a statement of ~he ~onclusions the gro~ps reached about the role of English education 1n the tota~ education of the student see the list on page 13 .. Many of these mirror statements made both by Dr. Kincaid and the directors at the planning session. 

1. Communication is a two-way process dependent on the pretation of a system of symbols about which there be some agreement between sender and receiver. 
2. The'symbols are determined.arbitrarily. 
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'· 2:.:~;:::!:r:~ ::::~: :::t ·::~:~~!f ;~::rt~;:'.~:. =~a:!::· 
4. As distances and differences betwee d 

increase, chances for misinterpretatni·osnen_ er and receiver 
increase. 

s. The more abstract the referent of the symbol th 
the chances for misinterpretation. , e greater 

6. The dialect of th b 
t f . e sym ol system used depends on the na-
ure o the audience. 

7. ;;eati~ity_is exhibited by discerning consumption 
pro uction of communicative symbols. as well 

th 
Below are several suggestions for implementing 

ese concepts about communication: one or more of 

1. Have one student talk to another std . 
;~~cing compla~nt about something i~ :~! ~~h~~~-sc~:~~ d 
st~~e~~nve:sation on a tape recorder. Have the same· r 

w:i~e a letter to an actual friend in another 

!:~!:~h;~~~i~~n:~~n!ai;:~e~~~~;:!~~~ ;~!tmi~! 0 ~:~:h
0

{t~he 
to the ~-s:ie ~tudent_wr~te ~ letter on the same subject 

ig sc ool principal. Have the same studen 
pa~e :n oral_presentation of the same complaint to :h~re
sc ?o superintendent. Use these four forms of the com
~laint to have_the students inductively discover (workin 
in groups of five) concepts 4, 5, and 6. g 

2. ~ist~ibute copies of "Mr. Tambourine Man" or "Master of 
ar._ Have small discussion groups try to determine the 

m~~i~? of the lyrics. Perhaps through doing this they 
wi iscover the relationship between the writer aud· 
enc~? and ~hoice of language. Obtain four differ;nt r~= 
cor_ings? these songs, play them, and let the class 
decide which recording best fulfills th 
sele t· Th e purpose of the 

c i~n •. e students will probably inductively dis-
~over t_at interpretations will be dependent on the mean 
i~g assigned to the words by the various receivers The
will also probably see certain individual attribut;s y 
:~ssei b~ t~e written and spoken symbol systems even pos-

oug t e same words" are used. This exercise hel s 
them to grasp aspects of concepts 1 3 4 S 6 dp7 , , , , , an . 

mate!i~~l~;~: ;~:c~u!;e:~ef_a~tivit~es illustrat~ the wealth of 
focus of E . g is teac er can draw after he sees the 
stud f ni~ish as a study of communication rather than as the 
port~.o a iterature anthology or the presentation of oral re-
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( The final assignment directed each class member to sketch out 
a lesson plan for one class period with the objective to help the 

( students discover some aspect of one of the concepts. After each 
, member of the group had presented his plan to the-group, the most 

meaningful ones were chosen to be presented to the whole class at 
the closing meeting. 

After this description of the workings of the Inservice pro
gram at Waseca, I feel I now can make some general observations 
and interpretations. The anonymous answers on the evaluation 
sheets supplied by Dr. Kincaid and filled out by the members at 
the final session, supported my impressions of the favorable 
reactions of the members of the class to the format and material 
developed. In this last analysis, the three most important con
cepts the teachers felt they had developed were that the major 
concern of English was the study of the processes of communication; 
that a curriculum which helped the student. to use communication 
more effectively should be based on an understanding of those 
basic principles about communication _itself; and that the student 
should arrive at the principles inductively. 

The objections of the minority seemed to center around the 
format of the class, which the majority found stimulating because 
of the opportunity for the interchange and development of ideas. 
I suspect the minority who were unhappy with the format had come 
to class hoping to find answers provided by an authority. I also 
observed that this minority was so unfamiliar with semantics that 
they found it a little frightening, because if they granted the 
worth of the knowledge of semantics it would have meant a major 
teaching shift to them. A reverence for the philosophical content 
of literature made it very difficult for some to see other respon
sibilities to students than the transmission of "the beautiful 
and the profane." Even some of the people who eventually became 
the most creative in class struggled with this until they realized 
English defined as a study of the process of communication doesn't 
preclude appreciation of philosophical statement but embraces this 
and much more. Because of the Senior High teachers' traditional 
involvement with masterpieces of literature, I found in the begin
ning sessions that the Junior High people were more creative and 
searching because they had few sacred cows to defend. 

At this writing I do not know how much effect the Inservice 
program has had on .this year's classroom teaching of the members 
in the program. I do not know if they have had the restraint it 
takes to stop asking the questions that define the answers for 
which students either dutifully or resentfully look, or if the 
teachers have had the courage it takes to turn the questioning 
process over to the students, helping them only to formulate 
meaninful questions to which they can discover the answers them
selves. I do not know if the teachers have had the patience to 
wait while students groped to formulate questions and find con
clusions without the teacher providing them with the question or 
telling them the answers so more "material" might be covered 
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during the year. I do not know if the teachers have been given 
0 

have taken the time to look at all they would_ teach and examine i~ to see if it is relevant to the student Is understanding -and effec. r tive use of communication. J 
I do suspect, when most of the schools attending did not even have a written philosophy of English education for their department, if departments existed at all, that very few of the teachers had adequate reinforcement to sustain them through the period of uncertainty that accompanies the throwing of responsibility for learning back on the students while the teacher functions chiefly to motivate and define a broad task. I do not know whether enough support had been offered in the short time of the Inservice program to sustain teachers through the agony of re-examining materials and methods in view of what they had defined as meaningful to the student. 

• 
I also wonder if the administration in the various schools has been sympathetic to the requests of these English teachers for released time to meet with their own colleagues and in a similar kind of format as we had to examine the subject matter and methodology being used in terms of its relevance to the students. I wonder how many of the teachers who were not touched by this program would b~ sympathetic to such a plan. I hope when I meet my group again at a voluntary meeting this Spring that I can hear reports of the same kind of creative work by students in their classrooms as I see in mine this year. • 

REPORT FOUR 
By MRS. MARLYS C. MACHACEK 

English teacher at Faribault High School 
and parti ci pant at Waseca 

At some time or other, I suspect.that every Senior High School English teacher develops serious doubts about the value of the material he is teaching his students. This questioning began for me at the beginning of my first teaching assignment. Because of deep personal interest as well as special academic preparation, I had decided to begin my English 11 classes with a unit on fron-. tier literature. In addition, such a unit had been written into the State Curriculum Guide; the several textbooks at my disposal contained a reassuring amount of "grist"; our school library was well equipped with fiction dealing with life on the various frontiers. Finally, I felt that such a unit would contain a built-in motivation because the students already possessed a background of TV and movie lore about the Western frontier. 
Student interest appeared high as my classes read many accounts 
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ch exercises as contrasting the of early Amer~can life, and began su T. . 1 . th the "nob 1 e Savage" I d of Parkman, s Oregon ~ w1 . h d realistic n. ians M ffrstmisgivings about what l a . of James Fenimore Cooper. Y hool a er approached me ±01· taught came when a reporter for th~ !~s off~rlng on the Wi l<l \'!est ! an interview abo.ut the new course , 
. "The Struggle for Freedom." I proceeded to my next uni.ht, 1·d1'ty of such a unit being ti • pointed to t e va 1 

• 1 . 
Again, every nng State Guide plentiful library matena ". taught--anthology ~ontei:it, a student i~formed me: "You know' I At the close of this unit, . • I did in history." learned more history in English, than 

h t I had infringed upon an-By now I had an uneasy feeling~ a wi·th relief thnt 1 be-, riculum and 1 t was other depart~ent s c1:1r Ameri~an writers. Here, certainly, I gan a new 1:1ni~ on maJor fines of content which was exclu:;ively would be within ~he con f the American Romantics, the "English," and with the s~ud):' o . I felt reasonably ,:;uecess-1. t and the naturalistic writers, rea is s, . , ful, and my doubts vanisned. 
. . er I continued to wonder at i,hat However, during the su~ aterial between what I had cov-appeared to be an overlapping of_m h"story I realized that it ht taught in American 1 • ered and w a was. . b ·ng duplicated, but that in m)' was not the material which ~as 7~h America's past' I had overapproach to literature deah~~u~:s which are properly th~ subject stressed thos: facts ~nd attlthou h I was unwilling to give up my matter of social stu~ies. h tgdifferent approach to takc,_and units, I was, uncertain as tow a_ training program for Engl1sh d . d that an Inservice . . a when I iscovere . F 11 I determ1 ned to atten , teachers was to be o~f7red. the ~omt~ni ~s ~o be taught as we 11 as hoping for some c~arification ou 

methods for teaching them. 
. . in Waseca I quickly learned At our first Inservice meeting f·rthcoming in the form of that there would be no easy ai:iswers tu Mrs Ruth Lysne, informed . 1 t res Our instruc or, • . . authoritarian ec u • t d to examine the English curr1c-the class that we would be expec e t d and to arrive at our own ulum of the various schools represenI~ g'roups of five we set about d • about any changes• . . recommen at:ons h f" "things" that we 1;ould insist upon compiling lists oft e ive . 1 mat our particular grade level, retaining in the English currbicu u1· . atea' We were also to eval-" h • 11 had to e e 1.min • if all other. t ;,ng~ 11 in li ht of what they would enable the uate these five things d ~ h we thought it important that student to do or understan da~h: y Finally from these five the student do or unddersta1: t~e-major con~ern(s) of English in "things" we were to etermine . its role in the total education process. 

d d'ff'cult and our group confidently s~~: n~~~l / th: short story; composition; the drama; 
This didn't 

began its list: 
poetry. 

a random sampling of the groups' The following remarks represent 
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